
Improving Belt Conveyors
Belt conveyors are the arteries through which material flows. Disruption or poor performance at these points 
of the process create significant bottlenecks, both upstream and downstream, restricting plant productivity 
and efficiency. Conveyors are often considered one of the biggest problem areas on a plant, with high risk 
maintenance and time-comsuming cleaning a constant requirement. A co-ordinated approach to solving belt 
cleaning, tracking and loading problems will significantly help to keep downtime, waste and risk to a minimum.

BELT CLEANING - STARCLEAN

Carryback on conveyor belts results in a host of problems, not least 
the loss of material, time wasted cleaning up and airborne dust. It is 
also a significant contributor to belt and component damage. With 
industry leading cleaning performance and the quickest, simplest of 
maintenance, Starclean really is a step forward. 

BELT TRACKING - CENTRAX

A mistracked belt may seem like a minor issue but it can contribute 
significantly to poor conveyor performance, material spillage and belt 
damage. CenTrax belt trackers are purpose built, all mechanical 
units that automatically change their own alignment to correct belt 
mistracking in real time.

LOADING - SPILL-EX & FRIFLO

As material is transferred onto belts the loading forces and weight of 
material cause spillage, leading to constant site cleaning. Spill-Ex 
skirting forms a superior seal to the belt to minimise spillage and dust 
emission. FRIFLO impact beds support the belt along impact points to 
provide a stable surface for skirting to seal to. 
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CONVEYING
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EXPERT INSTALLATIONS - ON-SITE SERVICES

Our highly experienced on-site service engineers are experts in both 
conveyor systems and our range of components. This combination 
ensures that Starclean, CenTrax, Spill-Ex & FRIFLO are installed in 
the best configuration to suit each unique application and provide 
maximum effectiveness. From survey to install, we handle the whole 
project safely.

PROTECTING YOUR INVESTMENT - BELT PLANS

Regular maintenance is essential, but many conveyors don’t get 
the attention required as site staff are too busy or don’t have the 
experience. Our belt plans help fill this void. Our engineers carry 
out regular conveyor audits with an overall visual health check and 
maintenance of our equipment for peace of mind.

Maintaining Conveyor Performance
Keeping belts clean, tracked and spillage free over the long term is a challenge. Even the best equipment 
needs to be cleaned and maintained regularly if it is to perform effectively in this hostile environment. We don’t 
just want to sell scrapers, we want to create long term partnerships with our clients to deliver reliable, low 
whole-life-cost conveyor performance. To achieve this we have created a team of conveyor belt experts who 
deliver a range of conveyor services.


